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Visual Management Boards

Visual Management - Mobile Solutions

We have supplied Visual Management Printed Boards to World class Lean organisations in many sectors. We
can take your basic idea and transform it into a professional product that will have an immediate operational
impact on your business. We can tailor your Visual Management project around any environmental or budgetary
requirements you may have in place, We have specification options for base board materials and mounting.

VMT are able to offer Visual Management board and frame mounting options to suit many specification
requirements or constraints.

Board Material Options

Premium Whiteboard
Mount to a frame or wall, our
Magnetic Premium Whiteboards
allow total flexibility to develop
and change the format of your
Visual Management.

Mounting Options

Magnetic Panel
Sitting tidily inside our Aluminium
framework and available as
magnetic or non-magnetic
enclosed panel suits non-standard
sizes or bespoke layouts.

Mobile
Where wall space is an issue
or to make a feature of your
Visual Management mount your
board to one of our Aluminium
extrusion frames.

Floor Space: Our clients are operationally busy lean adopters with growing space requirements that follows
business expansion. Our Visual management Cubes and Multi-stands provide maximum ‘bang for buck’ in
floorspace and minimise the footprint required for day to day storage when not in use.
Future Development: Our frames are constructed with Aluminium Extrusion which is not only durable and strong
but also easy to modify. From simply swapping boards to a complete rework of the structure of the frame the
modular construction makes changes simple.

Floor Fixed
Strong mounting brackets that
when combined with our frames
create a permanent “War Room”
Visual Management centre.

CUBE (4 Sided/ Premium Whiteboard)

CUBE (4 Sided / Magnetic Panel)

Board Size (mm)

Mobile

Fixed

Board Size (mm)

Mobile

Floor Fixed

600 x 1200

CUPM60

CUPF60

600 x 1200

CUMM60

CUMF60

900 x 1200

CUPM90

CUPF90

900 x 1200

CUMM90

CUMF90

STANDARD MANAGEMENT BOARDS AND FRAMES
Board Size (mm)

Premium Whiteboard

Magnetic Panel

Mobile Frame

Floor Fixed Frame

900 x 1200

PRWH90

MAPA90

MOFR90

FIFR90

1200 x 1200

PRWH12

MAPA12

MOFR12

FIFR12

1500 x 1200

PRWH15

MAPA15

MOFR15

FIFR15

1800 x 1200

PRWH18

MAPA18

MOFR18

FIFR18

2400 x 1200

PRWH24

MAPA24

MOFR24

FIFR24

MULTI-STAND (6 Sided / Magnetic Panel)

MULTI-STAND (8 Sided / Magnetic Panel)

Board Size (mm)

Mobile

Fixed

Board Size (mm)

Mobile

Fixed

600 x 1850

MS6M60

MS6F60

600 x 1850

MS8M60

MS8F60

**VMT CUBES and MULTI-STANDS are supplied as complete solutions including boards with print. We can also supply blank boards, please ensure to inform
the VMT sales team of this or any other specific requirement at the enquiry stage.

www.v-m-t.co.uk
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Visual Management Centres (Obeya)

Visual Management Board - Example Designs

An Obeya (Japanese - “Big Room”) Management Centre provides a hub for a management or project teams to
focus on the performance of operations or projects and to develop team working practices.

VMT are experts in designing Visual Management Boards that make will make an immediate positive impact in
your business. We have a library of Lean Visual Management Board designs to suit many sectors and varying
purposes. The following are a selection of typical designs that can be supplied ‘out of the box’ or can be tailored
to suit your exact requirements.

The dedicated space away from the day-to-day distractions of operations allows clear thinking and analysis of
quality issues, KPI’s and coming changes that will affect business.
VMT offer a bespoke Visual Management solutions tailored to our clients’ corporate branding and policy
deployment creating a positive, professional and functional space to review projects, perform daily “stand up”
meetings and for management to “go-look-see” on operational matters.

PERFORMANCE

Side Wall B
1200 x 1200mm

Main Wall

SQCDP - PERFORMANCE

TEAM BOARD

The main functions of most organisations or businesses can
be broadly broken down into one of five - Safety (first), Quality,
Cost, Delivery and People.

This Visual Management board takes a holistic approach to the
performance management of a team by bringing together key
elements:

A business that pays attention to and looks to control SQCDP
metrics and issues demonstrates that it is balanced, in control
and looks to improve in all areas.

KPI’s - Is the target being achieved or not?
Trend - Are we getting better or worse?
Issues - What issues are we encountering in trying to hit the
target or improve the performance trend?
Successes - What is going well? Could we do more of it?
Look ahead - What is coming up that we need to prepare for?
Improvement Suggestions - Empower the team members who
see day to day issues to suggest fixes - Kaizen.

Key performance documentation relating to these headings
are displayed on this board design indicating live status,
performance trends, issues and corrective/improvement
actions.
This design of board would typically be used at management
level meeting.

SAFETY & 5S

Side Wall A
900 x 1200mm

Focus Wall Size

This design of board would typically be used at a line level/
team morning meeting.

Main Wall

Side Wall A

Side Wall B

MEDIUM (1800 x 1200 Main Wall)

MW1800

SWA900

SWB120

LARGE (2400 x 1200 Main Wall)

MW2400

SWA900

SWB120

Custom**

CONTACT VMT

CONTACT VMT

CONTACT VMT

*VMT Visual Management Centres are delivered fully assembled for final install by the client.
**The above are representative of typical Visual Management centres that we supply. However; we are able to support various size and layout options of
Visual Management centres - contact VMT sales team for more details.

HEALTH & SAFETY BOARD

5S AUDIT BOARD

In any organisation or business Health and Safety should always
be the first and foremost consideration.

Good 5S practices are a the foundation of an organisation
that demonstrates Lean behaviours. Maintaining good 5S
standards after initial implementation is a challenge faced by all
organisations implementing Lean.

This board design promotes Health and Safety awareness
to team members and highlights when and where issues
(near miss and/or accidents) have been logged and just as
importantly what is being done in response.
VMT encourage the identification of hazards and near misses/
hazards as raising these can prevent more serious accidents
from happening in the future.

Our 5S audit board take the 5S scoring process where scores
are given against specific criteria and allows all to see what the
standard should be and what is being observed against the
standard.
Importantly, the board displays monthly scores which
show trend over time, helping to indicate improvement or
deterioration of standards.

www.v-m-t.co.uk
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PROBLEM SOLVING

QUALITY

5 WHY ANALYSIS

FISHBONE (ISHIKAWA)

PRACTICAL PROBLEM SOLVING BOARD

QUALITY FOCUS BOARD

5 Why Analysis is an iterative interrogative technique used
to explore the cause and effect relationships underlying a
particular issue or problem.

Taking another key stage of the Practical Problem Solving
process, the Fishbone or Ishikawa board is one of the traditional
seven basic quality tools and analyses cause and effect within
processes.

Our Practical Problem Solving Board provides a template for a
structured approach to problem solving.

A key lean philosophy is to ensure the customer receives a
product or service right first time (RFT).

Working through the template with a team of stakeholders
gives a structured and repeatable method of addressing
operational concerns that are having impact on the business.

Providing a visual focus for quality helps to communicate and
underline the importance of quality management to the team.

The main aim of the 5 Why board is to find the root cause of an
issue by repeating the question - “why?” Each answer forms the
basis of the next question until such a point as no question can
be derived from the answer. This will usually be the root cause.
The use of this board design is well suited to coaching a team
in the early stages of lean implementation or Practical Problem
Solving training.

An issue is stated at the head of the Fishbone and potential
causal factors are brainstormed, usually in a team scenario.
In the same way the Practical Problem Solving board gives
structure to the problem solving process. The Fishbone gives
focus to a team and helps to prompt possible explanations for
observed events.
The use of this board design is well suited to coaching a team
in the early stages of lean implementation or Practical Problem
Solving Training.

KAIZEN

The board explores a problem with the intended end result of
addressing the root cause of an issue not just “make it go away”
or containing it.

Our quality focus board makes incidences of poor quality or
non-conformances visual, tracks performance of RFT - showing
status and trend, and finally shows what is being done to correct
chronic quality issues.

The success of the root cause elimination is judged by
comparing pre-improvement and post-improvement data
where we should see a significant improvement - using facts
and data not opinions.

DELIVERY

SQCDP CONCERN & ACTION

WAR ON WASTE (TIMWOODS)

SHORT INTERVAL CONTROL (SIC)

MASTER SCHEDULE

Kaizen (Continuous Improvement) is a pillar of Lean, it is
a continuous process that should involve all levels of an
organisation.

A key part of driving an organisation forward is being able to
identify and tackle waste.

Our Short Interval Control (SIC) Board provides a structured
process for identifying and acting on opportunities to improve
the effectiveness and efficiency of production.

Our Master Schedule board is an essential visual tool for
planning projects and addressing issues that are causing delays
or bottlenecks.

By breaking a production shift into incremental steps, “live” data
showing under-performance can be acted upon during the shift.
This can have the impact of correcting issues as they happen
and not after the fact i.e. after daily or weekly reviews.

The multiple milestones involved in a complex project can be
visually seen by all and amendments to the plan can be made
“on the fly”.

Our SQCDP Concern & Action board promotes the importance
to the team of identifying issues and taking actions to address
thereby making an improvement within the organisation.
Sorting issues into one of the key business areas of Safety (first),
Quality, Cost, Delivery or People helps with allocating resource
and visibility of where the most issues are being experienced.
Assigning owners and dates to actions provides accountability,
ownership and therefore helping to drive through positive
changes.

Waste must be identified before it can be eliminated. Some
wastes are visible and can be measured but some are hidden
and less easy to see. These hidden wastes are often more easily
identified by the people working in the processes day-to-day.
Our War On Waste empowers team members to spot waste and
suggest methods for eliminating these wastes.
Is a process taking too long? Is the process creating a
bottleneck? Is there something we can do to be more
productive?

The implementation of SIC can help to:
Increase OEE and productivity.
Improve employee engagement as teams gain significant
control over how a process is run.
Fast paced improvements by utilising recent high quality data.

“Stand Up” meetings or discussions are well facilitated and clear
links are made with the progress of individual tasks and the
overall project status.

www.v-m-t.co.uk
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Shadow Boards

Shadow Boards - Cabinets

VMT Shadow Boards help enable missing tools and equipment to be spotted in seconds, and are an essential
Visual Management Tool providing workplace organisation and control. We have supplied Shadow Boards to
World class organisations in many sectors and applications. Shadow Boards are proven to reduce time taken
searching for missing tools resulting in a positive impact on Takt, Cycle and processing times.

Our Aluminium framework clear panel cabinets create visual security for your assets and equipment that are often
locked away in working environments where there are multiple contractors working on site.

Board Material Options

Aluminium Composite
Our standard Shadow Board
base material is durable and
easy to work with, providing
reassurance if your maintenance
teams are to fix the panels to
existing wall space.

Aluminium
If you need to store heavy items
on the Shadow Board then a 3mm
Aluminium sheet will provide a
hard wearing, heavy duty and
strong base material.

Face Protection

Mounting Options

Polycarbonate
For environments where tooling
might be ‘roughly’ handled,
we recommend applying a
protection to the face of your
shadow board to eliminate any
potential scratches to the face of
the board.

Mobile - Made from Aluminium
extrusion, saves on wall space
Floor Fixed - Mounting brackets
that combine with our frames for
a strong fixed base
Wall - If wall space is available
and mobility isn’t needed.

The cabinets provide an added layer of shelter protection from harsh working environments to sensitive
electronic or precisely calibrated tools. The clear panel construction of the cabinets allow for quick visual checks
of the locations of tools and equipment.

Basic
Suited to
15-20 Hand Tools

Medium
Suited to
20-30 Hand Tools

SMALL SHADOW BOARD AND CABINET

MEDIUM SHADOW BOARD AND CABINET

Board Size (mm)

Shadow Board

Face Protection

Cabinet

Board Size (mm)

Shadow Board

Face Protection

Cabinet

900 x 1200

ALSB90

FPSB90

CBSB90

1500 x 1200

ALSB15

FPSB15

CBSB15

Feet

Doors

Free Standing
Standing stable in position
but can be lifted or slid
(by multiple people) into
alternative positions.

Hinged Doors
Supplied as standard on
small cabinets, provide
excellent access to the
internal of the cabinet.

Floor Bolted
Supplied with floor fixing
brackets to permanently
locate. Piece of mind for
workspaces where collision
with powered lifting
equipment is a risk.

Sliding Doors
Supplied as standard on
Medium and Large cabinets
to save space.

Advanced
Perfect for
30-40 Hand Tools
1-5 Heavy/Air Tools

STANDARD SHADOW BOARDS AND FRAMES
Board Size (mm)

Aluminium Composite SB

Aluminium SB

Face Protection

Mobile Frame

Floor Fixed Frame

Basic - 900 x 1200
Medium - 1200 x 1200

ACSB90
ACSB12

ALSB90
ALSB12

FPSB90
FPSB12

MOFR90
MOFR12

FIFR90
FIFR12

Advanced - 1500 x 1200

ACSB15

ALSB15

FPSB15

MOFR15

FIFR15

Professional - 1800 x 1200
Custom

ACSB18
CONTACT VMT

ALSB18
CONTACT VMT

FPSB18
CONTACT VMT

MOFR18
CONTACT VMT

FIFR18
CONTACT VMT

LARGE SHADOW BOARD AND CABINET
Board Size (mm)

Shadow Board

Face Protection

Cabinet

2000 x 1200

ALSB20

FPSB20

CBSB20

www.v-m-t.co.uk
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Shadow Board - A-Frames

Shadow Board - Example Designs

Our Shadow Boards supplied on A-Frames are suited when there is particularly heavy or awkward to handle
equipment being stored on the shadow board. Typical examples would be machine part changeover or critical
spares Shadow Boards. A-Frame Shadow Boards are well suited to support a Single Minute Exchange of Die
(SMED) process.

We are experts in designing Visual Shadow Boards that make will make an immediate impact on efficiency in
your workplace. Well designed shadow boards that are used with good discipline are proven to boost efficiency
in a wide range of environments and applications. Below are a selection of typical “themes” for the application of
Shadow Boards.

HAND TOOLS
Proven to save time searching for tools, hand tool Shadow
Boards make it easy to identify missing items from a distance,
a fundamental lean visual management technique.
VMT Shadow Boards can be supplied on mobile frames
ensuring right tool, right place, right time.

SINGLE SIDED SHADOW BOARD A-FRAME
Board Size (mm)

Aluminium SB

Face Protection

Mobile Frame

Fixed Frame

Medium - 1200 x 1200
Professional - 1800 x 1200

ALSB12
ALSB18

FPSB12
FPSB18

MAFS12
MAFS18

FAFS12
FAFS18

Custom

CONTACT VMT

CONTACT VMT

CONTACT VMT

CONTACT VMT

CHANGE OVER /SPARE PARTS
Keep operationally critical spare parts visually stored close
to process, reducing potential downtime in the event of
equipment failure.
Minimise wasted time in the SMED (Single Minute Exchange
of Die) process by locating the changeover parts close to the
process in an organised and logical layout ready for switch
out.

LIFTING TACKLE
LOLER regulations require lifting equipment to be
appropriately stored, marked and inspected.
VMT Shadow Boards assist the user in locating the
equipment in the correct place so the item is always available
even when not in use.

DOUBLE SIDED SHADOW BOARD A-FRAME
Board Size (mm)

Aluminium SB

Face Protection

Mobile Frame

Fixed Frame

Medium - 1200 x 1200
Professional - 1800 x 1200

ALSB12
ALSB18

FPSB12
FPSB18

MAFD12
MAFD18

FAFD12
FAFD18

Custom

CONTACT VMT

CONTACT VMT

CONTACT VMT

CONTACT VMT

www.v-m-t.co.uk
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Cleaning Stations

Medium (800 x 1700)

Basic (610 x 1700)

5S Cleaning Stations provide the perfect platform for ensuring that cleaning equipment is located at the right
place, at the right time, when it is needed. We have supplied Cleaning Stations to world class Lean organisations
in many sectors and applications. Whilst we are able to offer an “out of the box” standard product which can be
bought from our online shop we also specialise in developing bespoke solutions (get in touch with the VMT sales
team for more details).

STANDARD CLEANING STATIONS
Board Size (mm)

Cleaning Station and Tools

Mobile Frame

Floor Fixed Frame

Basic - 610 x 1700

BASICS

MOFR61

FIFR61

Medium - 800 x 1700

MEDICS

MOFR80

FIFR80

Advanced- 1000 x 1900

ADVACS

MOFR10

FIFR10

Professional - 1200 x 1900
Custom

PROFCS
CONTACT VMT

MOFR12
CONTACT VMT

FIFR12
CONTACT VMT

Standard Options
Colour Options:

Professional (1200 x 1900)

Advanced (1000 x 1900)

Colour Options:

Aluminium Composite
Our standard Cleaning Station
base material is durable and
easy to work with, providing
reassurance if your maintenance
teams are fixing the panels to an
existing wall space.

Plastic Hooks & Holders
We specify polypropylene hooks
and hangers for holding cleaning
tools in place. With the correct
care these are durable and long
lasting solutions.

Plastic Cleaning Tools
We specify polypropylene
cleaning tools as standard. We
have a large choice of durable
and functional tools that cover
a range of tasks that we can
specify for our cleaning stations.

Non-Standard Options

Colour Options:
Colour Options:

VMT Standard cleaning stations are supplied with cleaning tools

Aluminium
If you have metal tools or intend
to store heavy items on the
Cleaning Station Shadow Board
then a 3mm Aluminium sheet
will provide a hard
wearing, heavy duty and strong
base material.

Mounting Options

Metal Hooks
Do you have a process where
FOD (Foreign Object Detection)
control is critical? Our Metal hooks
satisfy metal detectable only
requirements.

Metal Cleaning Tools
There are applications that
sometimes require a heavy duty
Cleaning Tool specification . We
have supplied metal tools where
high temperatures or abrasive
surfaces make these more
suited.

www.v-m-t.co.uk
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and mobility isn’t needed.
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Signage

Signage - Example Designs

Visual Communication Signage in the workplace helps to remove the information defecit and uncertainty which
can lead to wasted time in searching for information or equipment, asking questions to gather information or
waiting for answers. Applying well designed signage with clear instructional information helps to keep the
workforce safe whilst addressing the information defecit and reducing potential waste.

VMT has supplied Visual Communication signage to many companies and organisations in varying sectors.
Signage is vital for operational performance and it serves differing functions depending on the information or
messages that are displayed.

Safety

Signage (2D)
Sign Size (mm)

Single Sided (Wall)

PPE REQUIREMENT

Double Sided (Hanging)

2400 x 1200

SS2412

DS2412

1200 x 1200

SS1212

DS1212

1200 x 600

SS1260

DS1260

600 x 600

SS6060

DS6060

600 x 300

SS6030

DS6030

300 x 300

SS3030

DS3030

300 x 150

SS3015

DS3015

BESPOKE

Contact VMT

Contact VMT

Hanging Kit

NA

DSSIHK

Protect staff and ensure everyone
understands the PPE or clothing
requirements in the different areas of
your operation.
A reflective surface provides a useful
tool to put the onus on the individual
to keep themselves safe and
protected.

PPE EQUIPMENT STORAGE
Placing protective equipment together with first aid kit
and personal welfare kit in one place makes finding
equipment related to safety simple and organises the
workplace in a logical and structured manner.

Educational Lean

5S LEAN WORKPLACE
One of the foundations of a lean
organisation is an organised approach
to 5S workplace organisation.
Our 5S Lean Workplace sign
promotes the key action steps
involved in maintaining an effective 5S
regime.

SEVEN WASTES
Lean is in essence the continual identification and
elimination of waste. Using a Seven Wastes sign
promotes this process and prompts the team as to
where the waste might be hiding.

Signage (3D)
Sign Size (mm)

3 Sided (Wall)

3 Sided (Hanging)

4 Sided (Hanging)

600 x 300
Hanging Kit

TSW603

TSH603

FSH603

NA

TSSIHK

FSSIHK

Install Options

Finish Options

Instructional
PROCESS INSTRUCTION
Simple visuals combined with clear
concise text communicate simple
message on how a process should be
operated.
Corporate branding combined with
action colours (red/green) help
to provide consistency across a
business.

Wall
Our signs are supplied on
Aluminium Composite which is
simple to drill holes into when
mounting to walls with screws
and wall plugs.

Hanging Kits
We supply wire hanging kits
that allow micro adjustments
at the sign rather than at the
ceiling for fine tuning the level
of the sign.

Screw Caps
We can supply plastic coloured
screw caps to disguise the use
of screws when signs have been
fixed to a wall.

EQUIPMENT STORAGE
This sign is used to inform the equipment that should
be found in that area. This takes away any issue with
uncertainty of what items should be stored where as
the standard has been set.

Mirrors
For Safety and PPE signs adding
a mirrored element to the
sign gives a excellent visual
impact and puts emphasis and
importance on the user/viewer
of the sign.

www.v-m-t.co.uk
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Foam Control
VMT Foam Control Solutions are professional and cost effective solutions to provide organisation, control and
error prevention to your workplace. We have supplied Foam Control to world class Lean organisations in many
sectors and applications. Foam Control Solutions are proven to have multiple benefits across various sectors,
ultimately resulting in performance improvement and increased profitability,

KITTING & PROTECTION
VMT Kitting and Protection foam solutions have wide ranging applications and provide long lasting benefits to
the user. Kitting Foams ensure the correct parts arrive at the right place, at the right time, in the correct quantity
undamaged. Whilst Protection foam ensure valuable tools, parts and equipment arrive at their destination
undamaged ready for use.

KITTING & PROTECTION

!

Confidence on the Move
Foam Control Tooling Solutions ensure that equipment isn’t left behind before travelling to or
from a different production line, site or even country! A quick visual check of a kit box or case will
indicate whether all items are accounted for and ready to go.

Protection
Foam Control is an excellent method of protecting your valuable or easily damaged parts or
equipment against damage whilst in transit. Parts and equipment stored safely in bespoke
designed pockets with either little or no room for movement cannot come to be damaged.

Footprint Size (mm)

50mm Depth

70mm Depth

90mm Depth

300 x 400

KF3450

KF3470

KF3490

400 x 400

KF4450

KF4470

KF4490

600 x 400

KF6450

KF6470

KF6490

Custom

CONTACT VMT

CONTACT VMT

CONTACT VMT

TOOL CONTROL FOAMS
Colours

VMT Tool control foams are proven to provide efficiency savings across a variety of measures. The potential for
reducing wasted time searching for parts, tools and equipment is huge - only the required items are stored.
Assurance and confidence is improved as Tool Foam Control makes it easy for the user to check if they have the
equipment required and haven’t left items behind.

Time Savings

TOOL CONTROL FOAMS

Maintenance Engineers and Technicians who have built up years of experience also tend to build
up years of tools and miscellaneous items within their storage drawers, cupboards and chests.
Our Foam Control allows only defined tools to be stored in these spaces forcing the removal of
clutter. This makes finding a particular item MUCH quicker.

FOD (Foreign Object Damage)
With origins in Aviation where loose items or debris can have catastrophic consequences. The
same principle can be applied to other sectors or environments such as the consequences of
a loose or unaccounted tool being left on a production line or inside complex machinery. Foam
control will ensure all items are collected after work is complete.

Footprint
Footprint
Size (mm)
Size (mm)
600 x 800

Colours

40mm Depth

60mm Depth

80mm Depth

TF6840

TF68770

TF6890

600 x 1200

TF6124

TF6124

TF6128

1000 x 1000

TF1040

TF1060

TF1080

1000 x 1500

TF1540

TF1560

TF1580

Custom

CONTACT VMT

CONTACT VMT

CONTACT VMT

www.v-m-t.co.uk
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For More Product Information &
Visual Management Solutions visit

www.v-m-t.co.uk

